Colonel Stoopnagle Was Distinguished Harvard Scholar
By Donald J. Erbaugh
Another hoorah went around within a hoorah's laugh or Walter Memorial last Saturday afternoon when the Tech faculty committee was working on revising the vacation schedule. An extra, giving an additional weekend, would certainly have pleased our friends from other schools, which is very fine idea, and we would like to see all, it is a very fine idea, and we would like to see.

Class spirit at Technology has been always one of the aspects of undergraduate activities which have been the most lacking. Usually a Tech student knows men in his class which were in his freshman sections, are in his course, or participate in extracurricular activities with him. Large groups of one class or another get together only periodically prior to elections for selecting class officer or coalitions candidates.

The Junior class' decision and plans to hold a junior night in the near future is the first step in the right direction for around the beginning of the semester when we get a group together and instill it with some spirit by that stage party with its songs, entertainment and good fellowship. Normally members of a class lose that opportunity until too late, during Senior week when they are about to be graduated. However, the Freshmen and Sophomores have their Field Day to look forward to and the Junior night will come between the beginning of the semester and the Spring social. As a get-together of this type should be for Janiors. All in all, it is a very fine idea, and we would like to see more of the same for not only future Junior classes, but for each class possibly every year or every term.
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Bigger and Better Vacations
One of the constructive ideas coming out of the politicking prior to today's elections has been the incorporation into the platform of one of the parties the suggestion that vacations at Tech should be changed. The vacation just completed is typical of those we have at Technology. First, it came at the wrong time. While other schools were on vacation we went to the beginning of the semester when we should have been back. Also it seems to us that a vacation that ends in the middle of the week serves no purpose because a lot of students do not really have an opportunity on the other hand to get any rest. Two days extra, giving an additional weekend, would certainly have done no harm to anyone.
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Students who have been interested in summer workcamp are advised to write to the Overseas Workcamp Committee at any time. Also, the Summer Workcamp Office will be open on Tuesday evenings, beginning May 15.
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